Paediatric olfactory dysfunction: a chance to detect COVID-19?

We wish to challenge the assumption by COVID-19 researchers that olfactory dysfunction cannot be reviewed in children. Early identification of COVID-19 positive patients is key to limiting community spread and controlling the current global pandemic. New-onset anosmia was added to the primary screening symptoms for self-isolation after evidence emerged that it is an early symptom of COVID-19 infection. Official advice stipulates all individuals experiencing new-onset anosmia be presumed COVID-19 infected. Children were not excluded from this advice.

Anosmia is a highly specific and moderately sensitive screening symptom for COVID-19 infection in adults. To date, no published paediatric anosmia screening tools in COVID-19 have been validated. Simple screening questions regarding change or decrease in sense of smell and taste should however be included when screening children for possible COVID-19 infection. Symptoms reported by the child can potentially be used as a prompt for isolation and testing.

For young children, we advocate promoting olfactory education through play-based teaching to explore different types of smells, equipping children with language to describe smells and any changes they experience. This can be delivered simply and effectively with other health promotion teaching such as hand-washing already occurring within schools and nurseries during the COVID-19 pandemic.

While the reported symptom of anosmia correlates with COVID-19 infection, self-reporting can miss cases of mild olfactory dysfunction in adult COVID-19.

The value of objective testing for olfactory dysfunction in paediatric COVID-19 is currently unclear and requires further investigation. Current understanding is limited by availability of age-appropriate paediatric reference ranges. With community engagement, this is an optimal time to encourage supporting research in this area.

Given the difficulties in discriminating COVID-19 from other common paediatric upper respiratory tract infections, it is possible to use existing anosmia assessment tools alongside olfactory screening questions. These could be performed by parents or medical professionals, within primary or secondary care or even be administered remotely with instruction. While scratch and sniff tests are widely validated and suitable for use, the unit price is likely prohibitive for mass screening. Future testing using limited panels of ‘child-friendly’ odours, for example, mint or banana on felt-pen like dispensers and other existing multi-use tests, would be suitable in a classroom setting. Additionally, jellybean or ‘candy smell test’ have been successfully used in children: a sweet is sucked or chewed while the child blocks their nose, they then release their nose to smell the sweet’s flavour, identifying one of four possible choices provided.

Other forms of gustatory screening using ‘sweet, salty, sour and bitter’ tastes or identifying sudden change in dietary preferences/ altered taste could also be used.

The importance of anosmia should not be underestimated as it may be the only differentiating symptom of COVID-19 to prompt early diagnostic testing in children and thereby prevent potential transmission. We appeal to researchers, clinicians, teachers and parents to consider reviewing this symptom in children to improve detection of COVID-19.
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